
Reading Work Sample Exemplar: Literary Text 
Task Title: “Ex-Basketball Player” 

 
SCORES AND COMMENTARY 

(Phrases in bold are taken from the Official Reading Scoring Guide): 
 

Demonstrate Understanding: 4 
The margin notes (“A basic map of the town.” “Gas station w/ a guy who is probably the 
ex-basketball player.” “No thought of the future while in high school.”)  and the summary 
provided in response to question 1 support that this reader has an accurate literal 
understanding of main ideas and supporting details in this poem. The information 
completed in the Venn diagram in response to question 2 adds little additional evidence 
that might move this score above a 4. Overall, the responses to these questions are 
relatively brief but are sufficient to show proficiency in making meaning of the text.  
 
Develop an Interpretation: 4 
In the response to question 3, the reader offers a reasonable interpretation of the 
theme of the poem (“...being great in sports durring highschool is nice, but you need to 
have a plan for after graduation.”). The reader also provides specific textual evidence 
to support this interpretation (“In the fourth stanza, its mentioned that he never learned a 
trade, that implies that he has never had a plan.”). The prediction made in response to 
question 4 is also reasonable (“More than likely Flick wouldn’t do anything differently in 
a few years. He did [not] learn a specific trade, and it sounded like he never will.”), again 
using the fact that he did not learn a trade as textual evidence.  
 
Analyze Text: 4 
Text analysis is present beginning in the margin notes. The reader notes when the 
author makes a shift to “1st person,” although there is no analysis of this choice. The 
reader also questions the author’s use of the phrase “as a gag,” but again does not 
provide any further analysis. In both the margin notes and in the response to question 5, 
the reader does provide analysis of how literary devices contribute to the 
effectiveness of the selection in comments about the images associated with Flick’s 
hands (“fine and nervous? like his hands are a domesticated or old bird?” “By calling his 
hands fine and nervous as an adult mostly likely because his hands are not bad, but 
they are no longer great and wild.”) The response to question 6 also contributes 
evidence to support a 4 score as the reader accurately identifies the use of the 
personification of the pumps as a basketball team and reflects on how it contributes to 
the poem’s message (“That helps the effect of the poems message by showing that 
Flick hasn’t moved on.”). Even though in question 7 the reader expresses some doubts 
about his or her ability to move beyond a literal understanding of this poem, the 
responses in the margin notes and to the other questions indicate a sufficiently deep 
level of comprehension. 
 


